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Who ya gonna call when someone kills Santa? Plus two more wacky mysteries!Who ya gonna call when someone kills Santa? Plus two more wacky mysteries!

Three fun cozy mysteries from USA Today Bestselling Author Stacey Alabaster!Three fun cozy mysteries from USA Today Bestselling Author Stacey Alabaster!

Rachael and Pippa have been through just about everything, both in the bakery and as accidental super sleuths. In

this last trilogy, they will have to confront an apple thief, find the man who killed Christmas (literally), and solve the

case that threatens to tear them apart forever. Sit back and enjoy your favorite bakers-turned-super-sleuths in action

for three final mysteries.

This collection of cozy mysteries includes books 13 through 15 in the Bakery Detectives Cozy Mystery series. If you

like fast paced mysteries full of quirky characters and unexpected twists, you’re going to love the Bakery Detectives.

Buy the Bakery Detectives Cozy Mystery Boxed Set and start solving your next mystery (or three) today!

Apple Assassination - When apples go missing from Pippa’s farm, the Bakery Detectives have another mystery on

their hands. When someone turns up dead at a rival bakery, things turn far more sinister than a simple case of apple

thievery. Can they put aside personal feelings and business rivalry and clear their rival or will this be the first case the

Bakery Detectives can’t (or won’t) solve?
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Killing Santa – The holiday season means lots of baking for the bakery detectives. When Pippa takes on a part-time

job at Santa’s village, things get crazy when Santa turns up dead. Can Rachael and Pippa shake off a series case of the

bah-humbugs and catch a killer before Christmas is ruined?

A Fatal Finale – Rachael and Pippa have been through thick and thin. When a murder takes place in the bakery, will it

be the end of their business, freedom, and even their friendship. Follow the bakery detectives on one last murder

mystery that will change everything, and maybe not for the better.

Be sure to check out the next series from Stacey Alabaster, the Hang Ten Australian Cozy Mystery series. The series

features two childhood friends who went their separate ways, but come back together to solve the murder of a local

surfer in the first book. The first book is called Bodies on the Beach and will be available in late April or early May.

Always FREE on Kindle UnlimitedAlways FREE on Kindle Unlimited
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